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Let k be a real abelian number field with Galois group 2 and p an odd prime
number. Denote by k the cyclotomic Zp -extension of k with Galois group 1 and
by kn the nth layer of k k. Assume that the order of 2 is prime to p and that p
splits completely in kQ. In this article, we describe the order of the 1-invariant
part of the 9-component of the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group of kn for
sufficiently large n, in terms of a special value of the p-adic L-function associated
to 9, where 9 is an irreducible Qp -character of 2. This allows us to obtain an
alternative formulation of Greenberg’s criterion for the vanishing of the 9-com-
ponents of the cyclotomic Iwasawa *- and +-invariants of k for p. We also compute
some examples for cyclic cubic fields and p=5, 7.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let k be a number field and p a prime number. For the cyclotomic
Zp -extension k of k, let kn be the nth layer of k k and An the p-Sylow
subgroup of the ideal class group of kn . Then there exist integers *, +, and
&, depending only on k and p, such that *An= p*n++p
n+& for sufficiently
large n (cf. [15]). Here, for a finite group G, *G denotes the order of G.
The integers *=*p(k), +=+p(k), and &=&p(k) are called the (cyclotomic)
Iwasawa invariants of k for p. It is conjectured that, for any totally real
number field k and any prime number p, both *p(k) and +p(k) always
vanish, namely, *An remains bounded as n tends to infinity (cf. [10], also
[16, p. 316]). This is known as Greenberg’s conjecture. It is known to be
valid for +p(k) in the case that k is an abelian number field (cf. [5]), but
not yet for *p(k) even in the case that k is a real quadratic field.
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Recently, in the case where p is an odd prime and k is a real abelian
number field with degree prime to p, several methods to verify Greenberg’s
conjecture were developed in [2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 22, 24,
26]. After the conjecture was verified for many real quadratic fields by
various methods in the papers cited above, Ichimura and Sumida showed
that *3(Q(- m))=0 for all positive integers m<10,000 (cf. [13, 14]). Also,
Kraft and Schoof determined the structure of the Iwasawa module
associated to An in the cyclotomic Z3 -extension for certain real quadratic
fields with small conductor (cf. [18]). However, in general, it is too difficult
to determine the structure or the order of An in the cyclotomic Zp -exten-
sion of real abelian number fields.
Throughout this paper from now on we assume that k is a real abelian
number field with Galois group 2=Gal(kQ) and p is an odd prime
number. Then, Leopoldt’s conjecture is valid for such a k by Brumer (cf.
[1]), and also we know +p(k)=0 by Ferrero and Washington (cf. [5]).
We put 1=Gal(k k). Assume that the order of 2 is prime to p. Then
An becomes a module over Zp[2][[1]] in the natural way. Let 9 be a
Qp -valued character of 2 defined and irreducible over Qp . Such a 9 is
called an irreducible Qp -character of 2. Since k is real, 9 is an even charac-
ter. Put
e9=
1
*2
:
$ # 2
9($) $&1.
Then e9 is the idempotent of the group ring Zp[2] corresponding to 9.
For any Zp[2]-module X, we denote by X9 the 9-component of
X : X 9=e9X. It is seen that X=9 X9 where 9 runs over all irre-
ducible Qp -characters of 2. Let  be an irreducible component of 9
over Q p , which is considered to be a primitive p-adic Dirichlet character of
2. Here Q p is as usual the algebraic closure of Qp . We denote by O9 the
ring generated over Zp by the values of , and by K9 the field generated
over Qp by the values of . Note that O9 and K9 are uniquely determined
independent of the choice of , and also that e9Zp[2]&O9 by letting e9 $
correspond to ($) for a fixed irreducible component  of 9 over Q p .
Thus, for any Zp[2][[1]]-module X, X9 become a O9[[1]]-module.
Let # be a fixed topological generator of 1. We can identify the completed
group ring O9[[1]] with the power series ring 49=O9[[T]] by the
correspondence # W 1+T. Hence, for any Zp[2][[1]]-module X, X9
is considered as a 49 -module. Moreover, for any finitely generated
torsion 49 -module X, we denote by char49 (X ) the characteristic ideal of
X in 49 .
Since An is a Zp[2][[1]]-module, we define its 9-component A9n . Let
(A9n )
1 be the subgroup of A9n consisting of ideal classes which are invariant
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under the action of 1, namely, (A9n )
1 is the 1-invariant part of A9n .
Furthermore, we define the p-adic L-function associated to 9 by
Lp(s, 9)=‘

Lp(s, ),
where  runs over all irreducible components of 9 over Q p , and Lp(s, )
denotes KubotaLeopoldt’s p-adic L-function associated to . Note that
Lp(1, 9){0 for all non-trivial irreducible Qp -characters 9 of 2, because k
is a real abelian number field. Let vp be the p-adic valuation normalized by
vp( p)=1. Then the following is our main result, which is shown by a dif-
ferent method in [26, Proposition 1] for real quadratic fields.
Theorem 1. Let k be a real abelian number field with Galois group 2
and p an odd prime number. Assume that the order of 2 is prime to p and
also that p splits completely in k. Then, for any non-trivial irreducible
Qp -character 9 of 2, we have
*(A9n )
1= pvp(Lp(1, 9))
for sufficiently large n.
Remark 1. Let 90 be the trivial character of 2. Then A90n =[1], so
(A90n )
1=[1]. On the other hand, Lp(s, 90) has a simple pole at s=1.
Let On be the ring of integers in kn and O$n the ring of p-integers in kn ,
namely, O$n=On[1p]. Then an invertible O$n-submodule in kn is called a
p-ideal of kn . Let A$n be the p-Sylow subgroup of the p-ideal class group of
kn . Here, the p-ideal class group C$n of kn is the multiplicative group I$n of
p-ideals of kn modulo the subgroup P$n of principal p-ideals of kn : C$n=
I$n P$n . Then the surjective homomorphism from the multiplicative group In
of ideals of kn to I$n defined by
a [ aO$n ,
induces a surjective homomorphism from An to A$n . Now we put
Dn=ker (An  A$n).
Then its 9-component D9n is the subgroup of A
9
n consisting of ideal classes
represented by products of prime ideals of kn lying above p. Let A9 be
the projective limit of A9n with respect to the norm maps. Then A
9
 is a
finitely generated torsion 49-module (cf. [16]). We denote by *p(k)9 the
Iwasawa *-invariant of A9 , or equivalently, of the power series attached
to char49 (A
9
). Note that *p(k)=9 d9 *p(k)9 , where 9 runs over all
irreducible Qp -characters of 2 and d9 denotes the degree of K9 over
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Qp : d9=[K9 : Qp]. Now, it is seen that Greenberg’s theorem, i.e.,
Theorem 2 in [10], on the Iwasawa invariants holds by replacing each
object with its 9-component, because the proof of Greenberg works
equally as well for the 9-components. Recall again that +p(k)=0, so that
+p(k)9=0.
Theorem 2 (The 9-Version of Greenberg’s Theorem). Let k be a real
abelian number field with Galois group 2 and p an odd prime number.
Assume that the order of 2 is prime to p and also that p splits completely in
k. Then, for any irreducible Qp -character 9 of 2, the following two condi-
tions are equivalent:
(1) *p(k)9=0,
(2) *(A9n )
1=*D9n for sufficiently large n.
By using Theorem 1, we obtain the following alternative formulation of
Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Let k be a real abelian number field with Galois group 2
and p an odd prime number. Assume that the order of 2 is prime to p and
also that p splits completely in k. Then, for any non-trivial irreducible
Qp -character 9 of 2, the following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) *p(k)9=0,
(2) *D9n = p
vp(Lp(1, 9)) for sufficiently large n.
Remark 2. Let 90 be the trivial character of 2. Then *p(k)90=0 and
*D90n =1, because A
90
n =[1] as mentioned in Remark 1.
Although there is only a small difference between Theorems 2 and 3, the
latter theorem says that Greenberg’s conjecture can be regarded as based
on a deep arithmetic relation between an analytic object and an algebraic
object. Moreover, the following is an immediate consequence of the
theorem above.
Corollary 1. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 3, if vp
(Lp(1, 9 ))=0, then *p(k)9=0.
Remark 3. Assume that the order of 2 is prime to p and also that p
does not split in k. Let 9 be an irreducible Qp-character of 2 and let  be
an irreducible component of 9 over Q p . Further, assume that the Iwasawa
power series f (T, ) associated to  is a non-unit and irreducible in 49
(for the definition of f (T, ), see the proof of Lemma 1 in Section 2). Then,
from Theorem 1 in [22] and Lemma 1 in Section 2, it follows that if
vp(Lp(1, 9)*A90 ){0, then *p(k)9=0 (see also [12, 17, 23]).
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We will prove Theorem 1 in Section 2 and make some simple remarks in
Section 3. Further, we give in Section 4 some computational data applying
our result to the case of cyclic cubic fields with p=5, 7.
Let us put
‘*p (s, k)= ‘
9{1
Lp(s, 9 ),
where the product runs over all non-trivial irreducible Qp-characters of 2.
Then, under the assumptions of Theorem 1, since A90n =[1], it follows
from Theorems 1 and 3 that
*A1n = p
vp(‘*p (1, k))
for sufficiently large n and also that the following two conditions are equiv-
alent:
(1) *p(k)=0,
(2) *Dn= pvp(‘*p (1, k)) for sufficiently large n.
Here we note that these results hold without the assumption on the degree
of k over Q for a certain totally real number field k (cf. [27]).
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
In this section, we prove the main theorem, i.e., Theorem 1. All the nota-
tions used here are the same as in the preceding section. Let M be the max-
imal abelian pro-p-extension of k which is unramified outside the primes of
k lying above p, and M the maximal abelian pro-p-extension of k which
is unramified outside the primes of k lying above p. Then 2_1 acts on
Gal(Mk) and Gal(M k) by conjugation in a natural way, and hence
these Galois groups become modules over Zp[2][[1]]. In particular,
Gal(M k)9 is a finitely generated torsion 49 -module with no non-
trivial finite 49 -submodule (cf. [11, 16]). Note that, since k is an abelian
number field, Mk is of finite degree (cf. [3]). First, we show the following
lemma.
Lemma 1. Assume that the order of 2 is prime to p. Let 9 be a non-
trivial irreducible Qp -character of 2. Then *Gal(Mk)9= pvp(Lp(1, 9)).
Proof. Denote by ‘pn a primitive pnth root of unity, by #~ the element of
the Galois group of k(‘p) over k(‘p) satisfying #~ |k=#, and by } the
p-adic unit in Zp satisfying ‘}pn=‘
#~
pn for all positive integers n. It is well
known (cf. [28]) that, for any irreducible component  of 9 over Q p ,
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there exists a unique power series f (T, ) # 49 , which is called the Iwasawa
power series associated to , such that
Lp(s, )= f (}s&1, ).
Then, the Iwasawa main conjecture proved by Mazur and Wiles (cf. [20])
tells us that
char49 (Gal(M k)
9)= f4 (T, ) 49 ,
where f4 (T, )= f (}(1+T )&1&1, ). On the other hand, it is well known
(cf. [16, 28]) that
Gal(Mk)=Gal(M k)T Gal(M k).
Hence, we obtain
Gal(Mk)9=Gal(M k)9T Gal(Mk)9.
Since Gal(Mk)9 is finite, it follows from this that char49(Gal
(Mk)9) is prime to T. Thus, Lemma 1 in [22] (also see [25, Lemma 8.6])
implies that
*(Gal(M k)9T Gal(M k)9)=*(49 ( f4 (T, ), T )).
Therefore, we obtain
*Gal(Mk)9=*(49 ( f4 (T, ), T )).
Since
49( f4 (T, ), T )&O9 ( f4 (0, )),
and since
f4 (0, )= f (}&1, )=Lp(1, ),
it follows that
*Gal(Mk)9=*(O9 (Lp(1, ))).
By our assumption that the order of 2 is prime to p, the residue degree of
K9 over Qp is equal to d9 . Therefore,
*Gal(Mk)9= pd9vp(Lp(1, )).
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Since vp(Lp(1, ))=vp(Lp(1, $)) for any other irreducible components $
of 9 over Q p and since the number of all such components of 9 is equal
to d9 , we can deduce our assertion. This concludes the proof of the
lemma. K
Remark 4. Let ‘*p (s, k) be the same as in the last part of the introduc-
tion and 90 the trivial character of 2. Then, under our assumption on the
order of 2, since Gal(Mk)90=[1], it follows from Lemma 1 that
*Gal(Mk)= pvp(‘*p (1, k)).
According to Lemma 1 in [27], this holds if p splits completely in k,
without the assumption on the order of 2.
Let Ln be the maximal unramified abelian p-extension of kn and L$n the
maximal abelian extension of k contained in Ln . Further, for any irreduc-
ible Qp -character 9 of 2, let L9n be the subfield of Ln kn fixed by >8{9
Gal(Ln kn)8, and L$9n the subfield of L$n kn fixed by >8{9 Gal(L$n kn)
8,
where the products run over all irreducible Qp-characters 8 of 2 satisfying
8{9. Then L$9n is the maximal abelian extension of k contained in L
9
n .
Hence one can see that
Gal(L$9n kn)=Gal(L
9
n kn)Gal(L
9
n kn)
#&1,
where # denotes the fixed topological generator of 1, which is also con-
sidered as a generator of Gal(kn k). Since
A9n &Gal(Ln kn)
9&Gal(L9n kn)
as a 1-module and since
A9n (A
9
n )
1 & (A9n )
#&1,
it follows that
*(A9n )
1=*A9n *(A
9
n )
#&1=*Gal(L$9n kn)=*Gal(L$n kn)
9.
Note that (A9n )
1 remains bounded as n  , because Leopoldt’s conjecture
is valid for an abelian number field, k. Next, we show the following lemma.
The idea of the proof was suggested by Ozaki (see [21, Proposition 1]).
Lemma 2. Assume that the order of 2 is prime to p and also that p splits
completely in k. Then Gal(Mk)9 is isomorphic to Gal(L$nkn)9 for suf-
ficiently large n.
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Proof. Let p be a prime ideal of k lying above p, Tp the inertia group
of p for the abelian extension Mk, and kp the completion of k at p. Then
kp &Qp by the assumption on the decomposition of p in kQ. Local class
field theory says that the inertia group I abp for the maximal abelian exten-
sion of kp is isomorphic to the unit group of kp , whence I abp &Z
_
p . Since
Tp is a pro-p-group, it follows that Tp is isomorphic to a quotient group
of Zp . On the other hand, p is totally ramified in k k. Hence Tp &Zp .
This implies that Tp & Gal(Mk) is trivial, because Gal(Mk) is finite.
Thus, Mk is an unramified p-extension. Since a finite unramified exten-
sion of k is obtained by lifting an unramified extension of km , for some
integer m, to k (cf. [15, Lemma 6.1]), it follows from the definitions of
M and L$n that M=kL$n , so that Gal(Mk)=Gal(k L$nk) for
sufficiently large n. Therefore, taking the 9-component, we obtain our
assertion because Gal(k L$nk)=Gal(L$n kn). This concludes the proof of
the Lemma. K
Now, we can finish the proof of Theorem 1. Combining Lemmas 1 and
2 with the fact mentioned before Lemma 2, we obtain
*(A9n )1=*Gal(L$nkn)9=*Gal(Mk)9= pvp(Lp(1, 9))
for sufficiently large n. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
3. SIMPLE REMARKS
We continue with the same notation as in the previous sections. Let L*n
be the maximal extension of kn contained in Ln , in which every prime of
kn lying above p splits completely. We denote by L the maximal
unramified abelian pro-p-extension of k , and by L* the maximal exten-
sion of k contained in L in which every prime of k lying above p splits
completely. Then L=n0 Ln , L*=n0 L*n and
Gal(L L*)= Gal(Ln L*n),
where the projective limit is taken with respect to the restriction maps. By
class field theory, it is easy to see that
Gal(L L*)& Dn ,
where the projective limit is taken with respect to the norm maps. Now, since
Dn /A1n , the validity of Leopoldt’s conjecture for k implies that Dn remains
bounded as n  . Thus, it follows that there exists an integer n such that
Dm &Dn with respect to the norm maps for all integers mn. Therefore,
Gal(L L*)&Dn for sufficiently large n. By taking the 9-component of it,
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we obtain Gal(L L*)9&D9n for sufficiently large n. Hence we may
rewrite Theorem 3 as follows, without the phrase ‘‘for sufficiently large.’’
Theorem 4. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 3, the following
two conditions are equivalent:
(1) *p(k)9=0,
(2) *Gal(L L*)9= pvp(Lp(1, 9)).
Next, we note that the following formula, which follows from Lemma 2
and the fact mentioned before Lemma 2, does not hold in general without
the assumption on the decomposition of p in kQ; if p splits completely in
k, then
*(A9n )
1=*Gal(Mk)9 (1)
for sufficiently large n. To see this, we consider the simplest case where k
is a real quadratic field. Let  be the non-trivial p-adic Dirichlet character
associated to k. Then we have
Gal(Mk)=Gal(Mk) and A1n =(A

n )
1
because the component corresponding to the trivial character is trivial. We
denote by h(k) the class number, by d(k) the absolute value of the discrimi-
nant, and by Rp(k) the p-adic regulator, respectively, of k. Also, let N be
the norm map from k to Q. Then a result of Coates (cf. Lemma 8 in
Appendix of [3]) says that
vp(*Gal(Mk))=vp \w(k(‘p)) h(k) Rp(k)- d(k) ‘p | p (1&N(p)
&1)+ ,
where ‘p denotes a primitive pth root of unity, w(k(‘p)) the number of the
roots of unity contained in k(‘p), and the product runs over all prime
ideals p of k lying above p. Hence, one can see that
vp(*Gal(Mk))={vp(h(k))+vp(Rp(k))&1vp(h(k))+vp(Rp(k))& 12
if p remains prime in k,
if p is ramified in k.
On the other hand, concerning the order of A1n , the genus formula says
that if there is only one prime ideal above p in k, then
*A1n =*A0
1
(E0 : E0 & Nn, 0(k_n ))
for all n0,
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where En denotes the group of units in kn and Nn, 0 the norm map from kn
to k. Assume that p does not split in k. Let = # E0 and q any (finite or
infinite) prime of k. If q is unramified in kn , then = is a local norm from the
completion of kn at any prime of kn lying above q. Since every prime ideal
of k except the one prime ideal lying over p is unramified in kn , it follows
from the product formula for the norm residue symbol and Hasse’s norm
theorem that = is actually a global norm from kn , i.e., E0 /Nn, 0(k_n ).
Hence,
vp(*A1n )=vp(h(k)) if p does not split in k.
Therefore, from these we obtain
vp(*Gal(Mk))={vp(*A
1
n )+vp(Rp(k))&1
vp(*A1n )+vp(Rp(k))& 12
if p remains prime in k,
if p is ramified in k.
However, vp(Rp(k)) is not always equal to 1 (resp. 12) for k in which p
remains prime (resp. is ramified). For example, v3(R3(Q(- 257)))=3,
v3(R3(Q(- 326)))=2 in the case where p=3 remains prime, and v3(R3
(Q(- 321)))= 32 , v3(R3(Q(- 906)))= 32 in the case where p=3 is ramified
(cf. [22]). Hence, formula (1) does not hold for these cases.
4. SOME EXAMPLES
As mentioned in the last part of the introduction, if we put
‘*p (s, k)= ‘
9{1
Lp(s, 9)
then
*A1n = p
vp(‘*p (1, k))
for sufficiently large n. On the other hand, Theorem 5.24 in [28] says that
‘*p (1, k)=
2[k : Q]&1h(k) Rp(k)
- d(k)
‘
{1 \1&
( p)
p + ,
where h(k), Rp(k), and d(k) are the same as in the preceding section,
and [k : Q] denotes the degree of k over Q, and the product runs over all
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non-trivial p-adic Dirichlet characters  of 2. Hence, if p splits completely
in k and if the order of 2 is prime to p, then
*A1n =*A0p
vp(Rp(k))&[k : Q]+1 (2)
for sufficiently large n (see also [27]).
In this section, by using this formula, we compute the order of A1n for
sufficiently large n, and further, try to verify Greenberg’s conjecture. In the
case where k is a real quadratic field and p is a small odd prime number
which splits in k, we already computed the order of A1n in [6, 7, 9]. Also,
we gave in [27] some computational data for p=3 and totally real cubic
fields with small discriminant in which p splits completely. Therefore, we
compute the order of A1n for p=5, 7 and cyclic cubic fields k with small
discriminant in which p splits completely, and give some examples of k
with *5(k)=0 or *7(k)=0.
Here we note that, in the case where k is a real abelian number field and
p is an odd prime number such that the exponent of Gal(kQ) divides
p&1, several effective methods to verify Greenberg’s conjecture have been
already developed in [2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 22, 24], as men-
tioned in the introduction.
Example 1. Let k be the cyclic cubic field defined by F (x)=
x3&x2&22x&5 and put p=5. Then the discriminant of k is 4489=672
(the conductor of k is 67) and p=5 splits completely in k. Let % be a root
of F (x)=0 and %$ one of its conjugates. By using KASH 1.7, we see that
a system of fundamental units of k is [7+4%&%2, (2+9%+%2)3] and
h(k)=1, so A0=D0=[1]. Put =1=7+4%&%2 and =2=(2+9%+%2)3.
Further, put =$1=7+4%$&%$2 and =$2=(2+9%$+%$2)3, which are con-
jugates of =1 and =2 respectively. Since we may take the following values as
% and %$ (other pairs are possible and we obtain the same conclusion for
any other pair),
%#289839728607035 (mod 521),
%$#34169662653972 (mod 521),
we obtain
=1 #308193585983797 (mod 520),
=2 #358512364964014 (mod 520),
=$1 #118324793239111 (mod 520),
=$2 #426518379222928 (mod 520).
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Taking the 5-adic logarithms of these, we get
log5 =1 #125895549370 (mod 516),
log5 =2 #92780834435 (mod 516),
log5 =$1 #92780834435 (mod 516),
log5 =$2 #86499397445 (mod 516).
Hence it follows that
R5(k)#53217199800 (mod 516),
so that
R5(k)=2 } 52+3 } 53+4 } 54+3 } 55+58+2 } 59+4 } 510+ } } } .
Thus v5(R5(k))=2. Therefore, by formula (2), *A1n =1 for all integers
n0, which implies that *Dn=1 for all integers n0. Hence it follows
from Theorem 2 or 3 that *5(k)=0.
Example 2. Let k be the cyclic cubic field defined by F (x)=x3&921x
&10745 and put p=7. Then the discriminant of k is 7634169=34 } 3072
(the conductor of k is 2763=32 } 307) and p=7 splits completely in k. Let
% be a root of F (x)=0 and %$ one of its conjugates. By using KASH 1.7,
we see that a system of fundamental units of k is [17+%, 18+%]. Put
=1=18+% and =2=17+%. Further, put =$1=17+%$ and =$2=18+%$. We
may take the following values as % and %$:
%#29689886426686262 (mod 721),
%$#480040252263333295 (mod 721).
After a similar computation to that in Example 1, we see that
R7(k)=3 } 72+6 } 73+74+4 } 76+3 } 77+2 } 78+5 } 79+710+ } } } ,
whence v7(R7(k))=2. Again, by using KASH 1.7, we see that A0 &Z7Z
(h(k)=63), the primes of k lying over p=7 are non-trivial in k, and
*A0=*D0=7. Therefore, by formula (2), *A1n =7 for all integers n0.
Since *Dm is greater than or equal to *Dn for all integers m>n, *Dn=7
for all integers n0. Hence it follows from Theorem 2 or 3 that *7(k)=0.
Example 3. Let k be the cyclic cubic field defined by F (x)=x3&x2&
122x&435 and put p=5. Then the discriminant of k is 134689=3672 (the
conductor of k is 367) and p=5 splits completely in k. Let % be a root of
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F (x)=0 and %$ one of its conjugates. By using KASH 1.7, we see that a
system of fundamental units of k is [3272+1158%+95%2, (187404+
10445%&1918%2)3] and h(k)=1, so A0=D0=[1]. Put =1=3272+1158%
+95%2 and =2=(187404+10445%&1918%2)3. Further, put =$1=3272+
1158%$+95%$2 and =$2=(187404+10445%$&1918%$2)3. We may take the
following values as % and %$:
%# 459044990560570 (mod 521),
%$#248497833598927 (mod 521).
After a similar computation to that in Example 1, we see that
R5(k)=3 } 54+55+2 } 56+4 } 57+4 } 58+2 } 59+510+ } } } ,
and hence v5(R5(k))=4. Therefore, by formula (2), *A1n =5
2=25 for
sufficiently large n. However, we cannot determine the order of Dn by
using only data here from the base field. Hence we do not know whether
Greenberg’s conjecture is valid or not for this case.
Finally, for p=5 (resp. p=7), we give some computational data of
cyclic cubic fields k with p=5 (resp. p=7) splitting completely and with
discrimant less than 2,250,000 (i.e., conductor less than 1,500). Our com-
putations were carried out by means of the excellent number theoretic
calculation packages ‘‘KASH 1.7’’ which is available by ftp at ftp:ftp.
math.tu-berlin.depubalgebraKant and ‘‘UBASIC86 Ver.8.8’’ which is
available by ftp at ftp:rkmath.rikkyo.ac.jp. The defining polynomials are
calculated by using Theorem 6.4.6 in [4]. The number of such fields (up to
isomorphism) is exactly 76 (resp. 64) when p=5 (resp. p=7). For these,
we find that there exist exactly 73 (resp. 51) fields which satisfy A1n =[1]
(in these cases, *5(k)=0 (resp. *7(k)=0)). Table I (resp. II) gives the data
for the 3 (resp. 13) remaining cubic fields when p=5 (resp. p=7). In these
tables, f (k) is the conductor of k, F (x) is a defining polynomial of k, and
*A1 and *D are the order of A1n and Dn , respectively, for sufficiently
large n, and the others are the same as before. For all fields in the tables,
we do not determine the order of Dn for n1. Therefore we do not know
TABLE I
All k’s with d(k)<2,250,000 Satisfying A1 {[1] and p=5 Splits Completely
p d(k) f (k) F (x) h(k) *A0 *D0 v5(R5(k)) *A1 *D
5 134689 367 x3&x2&122x&435 1 1 1 4 25 *
5 1697809 1303 x3&x2&434x+2799 1 1 1 5 125 *
5 2128681 1459 x3&x2&486x&2864 13 1 1 4 25 *
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TABLE II
All k’s with d(k)<2,250,000 Satisfying A1 {[1] and p=7 Splits Completely
p d(k) f (k) F (x) h(k) *A0 *D0 v7(R7(k)) *A1 *D
7 5329 73 x3&x2&24x+27 1 1 1 3 7 *
7 97969 313 x3&x2&104x&371 7 7 7 3 49 *
7 110889 333 x3&111x+37 3 1 1 3 7 *
7 139129 373 x3&x2&124x+221 1 1 1 3 7 *
7 162409 403 x3&x2&134x&209 3 1 1 4 49 *
7 214369 463 x3&x2&154x&343 1 1 1 3 7 *
7 436921 661 x3&x2&220x+1273 1 1 1 3 7 *
7 591361 769 x3&x2&256x+1481 1 1 1 3 7 *
7 779689 883 x3&x2&294x&1439 1 1 1 4 49 *
7 1054729 1027 x3&x2&342x&2016 3 1 1 3 7 *
7 1306449 1143 x3&381x+2413 3 1 1 3 7 *
7 1760929 1327 x3&x2&442x+344 1 1 1 4 49 *
7 1923769 1387 x3&x2&462x+976 3 1 1 3 7 *
whether Greenberg’s conjecture for these is valid or not merely from our
calculation here.
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